Intel Connects the Creators of Next-Gen AI at DevJam NY

AI developers, data scientists and students gathered for an evening of technical demos, sessions and panel discussions - from rear-vision vehicles to measuring epileptic brain activity – at Intel® Nervana™ AI DevJam event.

Learn more >

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Build and Install TensorFlow* on Intel® Architecture

This first of three tutorials on TensorFlow* deep learning framework instructs on building, installing and exploring

Enhance Your Development Experience

Get the latest info on tools, optimized frameworks and training for artificial intelligence, machine learning and


**INTERNET OF THINGS (IoT)**

**Voice Control Framework with Intel® NUC and Amazon Alexa**

Create custom voice-powered IoT solutions using Intel® IoT Technology and Amazon Alexa*. Learn to create a voice control framework for IoT projects using Intel® NUC, Amazon Echo* and JavaScript*.

**Virtual Intel® IoT Commercial Workshop Series**

Watch tutorials on all things IoT from an introduction to IoT Gateways to Databases at the Edge.

**VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)**

**VR Streaming 101 | Intel® Streamers Bootcamp**

Learn from some of the best streamers and top content creators around as they cover live VR streaming, gaming and creativity software and in-depth hardware topics.

**Discover Factors Impacting High-Quality Content Presentations**

In this video learn how both the processor speed and internet connection upload speed can affect your ability to present high-quality content.
Got Mad Gaming Skills? You Might As Well JUMP!

Test your knowledge of modern code and trivia – play the Jump Game and attain greater heights, jumping between platforms to rack up the highest score of all.

Deploy an SDN Wired/Wireless Network with Open vSwitch* and Faucet*

Intel® Software Innovator Shivaram Mysore, Chairman of TrustStix describes a Software Defined Networking with Open vSwitch* and Faucet* and includes instructions on configuring this network.

Optimize the Tencent* Ultra-Cold Storage System with Intel® ISA-L

Learn how Tencent* and Intel collaborated to optimize an ultra-cold storage project in Tencent File System using the XOR functions in Intel® Intelligent Storage Acceleration Library.

GAME DEV
Avoid Creating Unpleasant Feelings When Developing VR

These tips show how to avoid causing motion sickness when developing VR projects. Also revealed are tested solutions from people on the frontier of this new media.

Underminer Studios Shares Optimization Tips for VR Projects

Get every bit of performance, visual quality and design functionality out of a VR project.

Tools and Technology

Bringing Deep Learning to the Fingertips of Data Scientists

The convergence of big data, analytics, and AI play a central role in the smart and connected world. Intel open sourced BigDL for uniting the deep learning and big data communities.

DPDK-on-the-Go: Profile DPDK Applications on Your Windows* Laptop

Follow the steps in this article to use Intel® VTune™ Amplifier to profile DPDK applications on any Intel® architecture-based Windows* laptop.

Events
Out of the Box Network Developers Celebration
July 27, 2017
Santa Clara, California
Join us!

SIGGRAPH 2017
July 30 - August 3
Los Angeles, CA
Learn more

Intel® HPC Developer Conference
November 11-12, 2017
Denver, CO
Register Now